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Abstract

Affiliate marketing has become a popular and profitable way for online merchants to access potential buyers, especially where those merchants lack a physical presence in the buyer's home state. By increasing market penetration and brand recognition, affiliates have contributed to the growth of e-commerce and, consequently, the growth of untaxed electronic purchases. As a result, affiliates recently became the focus of states looking to capture lost sales tax revenue from online sales. In 2008, New York became the first state to target affiliate marketing programs with a tax amendment that requires out-of-state vendors that solicit more than $10,000 worth of sales via commissioned in-state representatives to collect and remit state sales taxes. The statute survived a Federal constitutional challenge at the state court level in Amazon.com v. New York State Department of Taxation and Finance. However, many questions still remain regarding the implications of the new state law and the future of tax-free affiliate marketing in the many states considering similar taxes. This Article explores the enacted and proposed tax amendments and how businesses can adjust their affiliate marketing programs to minimize responsibility under the new requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

An online affiliate is an independent Web site that contracts with online merchants to provide targeted marketing in exchange for a commission. Although many variations of the model exist, affiliates typically use specially formatted links to drive Web traffic to the section of the merchant’s online storefront that is most relevant to the customer’s search or inquiry. In return for their advertising and direct or indirect solicitation, the merchant compensates the affiliate.
As with most e-commerce, states have found it difficult to collect taxes on sales facilitated by affiliates. United States Supreme Court precedent requires a business to have “physical presence” in the state before a state may tax the business’ sales. With affiliate marketing programs, the merchants are typically out-of-state businesses that lack any connection to the state, such as property, salespeople or direct marketing. While the “physical presence” requirement can be satisfied by agents or independent contractors who act in-state on the merchant’s behalf, affiliate marketers occupy the grey area between traditional, untaxed media advertising and a merchant’s direct sales force whose transactions would be taxed. As a result, affiliate programs have added to the ever-expanding tax-free realm of e-commerce for which states and local governments report billions of dollars lost each year in unpaid sales taxes.

In response, New York became the first state to target affiliate programs as a way to collect that lost revenue. In 2008, its State Department of Taxation and Finance amended state law to require merchants to remit sales taxes if they solicit more than $10,000 worth of sales via in-state affiliate efforts. Amazon.com (Amazon) and Overstock.com (Overstock) challenged the requirement on constitutional grounds, arguing that the new tax violated the “nexus” requirement. In Amazon.com, LLC v. New York State Department of Taxation and Finance, the New York County Supreme Court upheld the statute against the constitutional challenge, leaving the law intact.

The Amazon decision and subsequent interpretation of the decision by the Department of Taxation and Finance create significant financial implications for online retailers. This Article explores the New York statute and its impact on affiliate marketing programs. First, it provides a brief background on taxes and the unique challenge of taxing online sales. Next, this Article details New York’s affiliate tax, the Amazon decision, and other states’ attempts to adopt similar legislation. Finally, this Article explores options to minimize tax liability for businesses interested in continued use of affiliate marketing.

THE CHALLENGES OF TAXING ONLINE COMMERCE

State and local governments rely on the revenue generated by sales and use taxes for a significant portion of their total tax revenue. A sales tax is “a tax imposed on sellers for the privilege of engaging in the business . . . within the state,” and is typically collected by the seller at the time of purchase; the proceeds are then remitted to the taxing jurisdiction on a periodic basis. In 2008, state governments collected nearly a third of their total tax revenues—over $240 billion—from general sales taxes.

For out-of-state (or “remote”) sales, however, the taxing jurisdiction imposes a use tax. In general, the use tax is levied on out-of-state purchases made for in-state use. Considered a type of “compensating tax,” the use tax is designed to “protect a state’s revenues by taking away the advantage sought by residents when they travel out of state to make untaxed purchases, and to protect local merchants from out-of-state competition.” In contrast to the sales tax, “the use tax generally depends on self-reporting by the consumer” and is, therefore, more difficult to enforce. Few consumers are aware of their responsibility to self-report, and states find it administratively burdensome and costly to track remote sales.

States responding to these administrative challenges have, however, shifted the burden of use tax collection and remittance to sellers in certain circumstances. To affect the shift, United States Supreme Court precedent requires that the seller have some type of physical presence in the taxing jurisdiction in order to tax the remote sales; for example, a seller must have in-state employees, equipment or property to be taxed. Physical presence may also be attributed to an out-of-state business by its relationship with in-state representatives,
independent contractors, or agents. In such situations, the relationship creates a “substantial nexus” between the taxing jurisdiction and the seller, such that the Commerce Clause allows the imposition of the tax. However, the nexus will be insufficient to justify a tax if the only connection to the state is by remote solicitation “through catalogs, flyers, advertisements in national periodicals or telephone calls,” followed by in-state delivery by a common carrier.

Nevertheless, the nexus test has been “frustrated by the shapeless nature of the Internet.” Online retailers are typically physically present in only one state and lack a “substantial nexus” with the other states or countries where sales are affected. As a result, states have struggled to capture any tax revenue from online sales. In addition, Congress and various state legislatures have had a similarly difficult time defining the extent to which Internet retailers should pay taxes for their business in other states.

In 1998, Congress passed the Internet Tax Freedom Act, which prohibits certain “discriminatory” taxes regarding Internet access, including the creation of a nexus through mere advertisements hosted on an out-of-state computer server. However, the emphasis on the out-of-state location of a business’ computer server does nothing to address solicitation activities conducted by that business within the state. Some state legislatures have also attempted to fill this tax gap by passing an interstate compact called the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement. The voluntary agreement between member states—similar to the Uniform Commercial Code—seeks to “simplify and modernize sales and use tax administration . . . to substantially reduce the burden of tax compliance.” The agreement encourages remote sellers to collect taxes from customers in member states. However, since relatively few sellers have joined the voluntary collection and remittance program, a great deal of e-commerce tax revenue remains uncollected even in participating states.

In light of these many challenges and approaches, affiliate marketing has become a natural target for the recapture of lost state revenue. This is due, primarily, to the fact that the relationship between the merchant and affiliate Web site is usually designed as an independent contractual relationship, which falls within the parameters of the substantial nexus test. Typically, the relationship is structured as follows: Merchant, a business located in State A, wants to solicit sales in State B. Merchant contracts with Affiliate, who operates an unrelated Web site out of State B, to direct Internet traffic to Merchant’s online storefront. When Customer, a State B resident, visits Affiliate’s Web site, she will be greeted with product links, banner advertisements and specialized search engines that will directly send her to Merchant’s storefront, or indirectly inspire a visit to Merchant’s Web site by showing Merchant’s logo. For this service, Merchant pays the Affiliate a commission on a per-click, per-view or per-purchase basis, depending on the arrangement.

From the merchant’s perspective, this relationship is more akin to traditional media advertising that has, historically, failed to form a legal basis for establishing a substantial nexus. Thus, the physical location of the affiliate is largely irrelevant and solicitation occurs online in formats similar to print flyers or catalogs. From the states’ perspective, however, the commission agreement between the merchant and affiliate creates an independent contract or agency relationship that establishes substantial nexus to the taxing jurisdiction. It was on this basis that the New York legislature amended its state tax law to capture affiliate sales.

NEW YORK’S AFFILIATE TAX AND THE AMAZON DECISION

Under New York’s tax code, every vendor of tangible personal property must collect sales taxes. The definition of “vendor” includes businesses that solicit in-state business through paid “employees, independent
contractors, agents or other representatives.” However, a 2008 amendment to New York State Tax Law substantially modifies the legal definition of “vendor.”

The recent amendment creates a rebuttable presumption that a “vendor” includes those businesses that solicit transactions through a commissioned and in-state “independent contractor or other representative.” The commissioned contractor or representative “directly or indirectly refers potential customers, whether by a link on an internet website or otherwise, to the seller.” In order for this definition to apply, cumulative gross receipts from in-state commissioned sales “by all residents with this type of an agreement with the seller” must be “in excess of ten thousand dollars during the preceding four quarterly periods.” The presumption may be rebutted by a showing that “the resident with whom the seller has an agreement did not engage in any solicitation in the state on behalf of the seller that would satisfy the nexus requirement of the United States Constitution during the four quarterly periods.”

For online retail giants Amazon and Overstock, this amendment threatened significant tax liability. For example, thousands of Amazon’s affiliates (called Associates) provided New York addresses as their bases of operation and facilitated sales far exceeding $10,000 each fiscal year. In fact, tax responsibility was likely to make affiliate programs cost more than their worth, which would likely force companies like Amazon to pull out of New York-based affiliate contracts.

In response to the new statute, Amazon and Overstock each sued the Department of Taxation and Finance by arguing that the 2008 amendment was unconstitutionally overbroad and burdensome. The New York County Supreme Court rejected their claims, concluding that the statute was “carefully crafted” to limit the tax collection obligation to only those sellers doing more than $10,000 worth of business thanks to commissioned-affiliate solicitation of in-state sales. Regarding Amazon, the court determined that the statute did not prohibitively burden the company as it would be easy for Amazon to inquire as to the residence of its affiliate applicants. The court also concluded that the company could still continue basic advertising without succumbing to tax liability. Although Amazon had no physical presence in the state, the affiliate program was “significantly associated with [Amazon’s] ability to establish and maintain a market in New York,” and thus provided a substantial nexus.

Amazon inspired many states to consider implementing their own versions of the New York law. In 2009, eight states considered versions of the affiliate tax. In Connecticut, Maryland, Minnesota, and Tennessee, the proposed legislation died in committee. Legislation in California and Hawaii also died; however, this time it was by the veto pen of each state’s respective governor. Finally, North Carolina and Rhode Island passed near-identical versions of New York’s affiliate tax, with Rhode Island requiring only $5,000 in cumulative gross receipts from affiliate sales.

Similarly, this year even more states are considering the tax. Proposed measures in Mississippi, New Mexico, Vermont, and Virginia died in committee. In contrast, Colorado successfully enacted a unique variation of the New York law, setting no cumulative gross receipt requirement. In addition, as of March 2010, the Illinois General Assembly was considering a new affiliate tax measure, and Connecticut and Maryland have also once again proposed legislation. Thus, New York’s affiliate tax and ensuing litigation have impacted the practices of many states. Although the content of the statutes vary, they all share similar requirements for online merchants and their affiliates. Some of those requirements and implications will be discussed here.
Given how quickly states have copied New York’s affiliate tax and the ongoing concern about the national financial crisis, more states are likely to join the trend as a way to supplement dwindling budgets. As a result, both online retailers and their affiliates should anticipate certain implications.

First, this new tax liability generally depends on the online merchant’s annual cumulative gross receipts. Enacted affiliate nexus provisions and the majority of proposed provisions require non-resident merchants to collect and remit sales taxes on purchases facilitated by resident affiliates only if the total cumulative gross receipts for the year total more than $10,000. Rhode Island sets $5,000 as the cumulative gross receipt floor; only Colorado has bucked the trend entirely by completely eliminating consideration of cumulative gross receipts as prerequisite for tax liability. As such, depending on the requirements of a state’s law, businesses should determine or project their cumulative gross receipts based on affiliate sales to anticipate potential tax liability under the new statute(s).

In addition, affiliate tax statutes affect both direct and indirect solicitation. Direct solicitation includes, but is not limited to: "distributing flyers, coupons, newsletters and other printed promotional materials, or electronic equivalents; verbal solicitation (e.g., in-person referrals); initiating telephone calls; and sending e-mails." Indirect solicitation involves, for example, when a resident representative "refer[s] potential customers to its own websites, or to another party’s website which then direct the potential customer to the seller’s website."

Nevertheless, a basic advertisement that does not direct or solicit traffic may be insufficient to establish “nexus” for purposes of the tax statute. For example, New York agency guidance indicates that “an agreement to place an advertisement does not give rise to the presumption;” rather, it is the use of a link that "directly or indirectly, links to the website of the seller, where the consideration for placing the link on the website is based on the volume of completed sales generated by the link." Businesses should not assume, however, that more passive affiliate advertising methods will necessarily relieve liability.

Furthermore, nonprofit affiliates are also affected by the new legislation. Although large corporations have been credited as the early innovators of affiliate marketing, nonprofits now use the popular tool to raise income and increase their visibility. New York’s Department of Taxation and Finance warns that nonprofit affiliates are also prohibited from solicitation, and that their actions on behalf of non-resident vendors could establish a sufficient nexus. Thus, if a seller seeks to rebut the presumption of nexus, that business must actively warn members against solicitation and secure proof of compliance from those members. "[I]ts Web site information [must] alert[] its members to the prohibition against . . . solicitation activities [like distributing flyers, coupons, and newsletters, verbal solicitation, initiating phone calls, and sending e-mails]." Although none of the other affiliate-taxing states have issued similar guidance, the prohibition against solicitation by nonprofit affiliates is likely to be the same in those states as well.

Also, small online merchants—as opposed to mega-merchants like Amazon and Overstock—may be impacted by the new legislation depending on the criteria in each state’s enacted legislation. Smaller businesses that use affiliate marketing as a complement to more conventional print-marketing may be affected in states that adopt a smaller base level for gross receipts, as in Rhode Island and Colorado. Businesses should contact local taxing authorities to determine the statutory floor for cumulative gross receipts. In addition, businesses should not assume that their online affiliate programs fail to generate more than the base level for gross receipts. Exact—or near exact—calculations should be made.

Finally, states are likely to conduct audits to determine if all appropriate affiliate-using businesses have registered with the appropriate taxing authority. New York, for example, has expressly retained its authority to audit online merchants who both remit taxes or rebut their tax liability. Assuming that a business is subject to the statute, the business should register with the state even if it anticipates challenging its status in the relevant state.
agency. Given these numerous implications, both online merchants and affiliates should adapt their relationships in light of applicable laws, and consider other steps to minimize their liability in affiliate marketing.

STEPS TO MINIMIZE TAX LIABILITY IN AFFILIATE MARKETING

In general, businesses should seek direction from their local tax authorities and counsels before choosing a course of action, as each state will require different reporting requirements. Nevertheless, guidance from New York’s Department of Taxation and Finance (the “Department”) may also be instructive. Indeed, the Department indicates that to rebut the presumption that a vendor is conducting in-state business, the seller must prove that “none of the resident representatives engage in any solicitation activity in the state targeted at potential New York State customers on behalf of the seller.” Contract conditions alone will be insufficient to rebut the presumption.

First, a seller must have explicit contract provisions that prohibit the resident representative “from engaging in any solicitation activities in . . . [the] State that refer potential customers to the seller.” Prohibitions against such solicitation should be placed on the seller’s and affiliate’s Web sites. Second, a seller must prove resident representative compliance by an annual signed certification from the resident representative, subject to verification and audit by the Department. The seller must “make copies [of the signed certifications] available to the department upon request.”

These additional steps create a potentially onerous burden for online merchants, who typically have thousands of affiliate partners. In addition, those affiliate partners’ precise locations and activities are often quite difficult to track. Thus, if a business is unable to comply with the statute via explicit prohibitions, contract conditions, and certifications, that business may choose to limit the number or scope of its affiliate programs so revenue generated from the marketing tool is less than the gross receipt floor. While not the most attractive option, it is a good alternative when compared to the complete elimination of the affiliate programs within the state. Finally, online sellers may also want to consider whether the value of their affiliate programs sufficiently outweighs the direct and indirect costs of collecting and remitting sales taxes.

CONCLUSION

The Amazon case promises to be the first in a series of cases that will address state attempts to compel online merchants to collect sales tax based on a merchants’ use of affiliate marketing programs. Meanwhile, businesses must grapple with new laws that target their relationship with online affiliates—namely, affiliate taxes. Although online merchants will have few options to avoid the “nexus” attributed to the state via their relationship with affiliates, such businesses may be able to create certification and compliance policies to minimize their tax liability.

PRACTICE POINTERS

Merchants using online affiliate marketing programs should:

- Warn affiliates against solicitation in their affiliate contract and on the merchant Web site.
- Require affiliates—including non-profits—to submit annual compliance certifications to the non-resident merchant.
- Require affiliates to warn its members or associated programs against direct or indirect solicitation and
require that warning to be posted on its Web site.

- Develop non-interactive, passive advertising models to replace interactive marketing tools.
- Meet with the taxing authorities of states in which you do business to: (1) determine whether there is a presumption liability; (2) seek ways to rebut that presumption; and (3) if feasible, obtain a binding letter ruling with respect to the merchant’s tax collection and reporting obligations.
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